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The Sales Pandemic – Part 1: Understanding the Business
Unfortunately, most sellers fail to study, learn or understand their prospects business. The result,
they focus on what they know, their product features, their company and their success. They sell
at the operational level where the end users of their product reside and perhaps one or two levels
of management higher at most, because there are simply not capable of having business
conversations at the executive level. They do tactical vs. strategic deals, deal sizes are small and
they don’t win many budget battles. If they compete against a seller who understands the
business and knows how to sell business value, nine times out of ten, they lose.
Consider how the former CTO and CIO of Proctor & Gamble advises sellers
when they meet with executives:
® Talk about board level issues
® Discuss business not technology
® CIO’s Prefer innovation over operations
® Industry trends are great discussion starters
® “Show passion, conviction, knowledge of my business…”
“If you don’t have these things, a CIO can smell it a mile away!”

The Sales Pandemic – Part 2: Failure to Sell Business Value
Selling Business Value is the other essential part of solving this problem. Sellers rarely calculate
the true ROI of their solution for their prospects. They talk of soft dollar benefits to the end user
organization (operational vs. business value) and fail to calculate any value beyond cost savings.
Revenue and Risk reduction are the larger more strategic values which are found in the business
realm, which they simply don’t understand.
Solving this Sales Pandemic Problem is what RWT Consulting does. It’s my passion. The following
pages will describe the impact RWT Consulting had for a New York based AI startup which
suffered from this Sales Pandemic.
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The company my client was pursuing made their revenue largely from
manually digitizing data for Fortune 1,000 customers. 2,000 offshore FTE
were employed as contractors to enter data for their customers. We’ll call
them Offshore Data, Inc.
Offshore Data, Inc
My client, let’s call them AI Data Entry, Inc., developed an AI solution which
automated data entry using machine learning. The solution was not only 17.5
times faster than manual entry, but it actually used machine learning to more
accurately digitize data than the manual methods creating a .5%
AI Data Entry, Inc
improvement in data quality.
The seller for AI Data Entry, Inc. we’ll call him
Xavier, was good.
He had developed an
interesting ROI model which demonstrated a nice
FTE savings of just over $830,000 annually. The
initial “land” deal was being considered at
$200,000. The cost savings justified a nice return
but there was actually much more value to their
solution and a lot more to the story.
AI Data Entry’s Vice President of Sales thought
they did a decent job of calculating value, but he
knew they could do better. He decided to engage
RWT Consulting to help. This was in October and
the deal was projected to close in the first quarter
of next calendar year.

Cost Saving ROI Model

After becoming familiar with their solution, I met
with the Xavier the seller and suggested we study
the business before we go any further.
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The Value Pyramid – Understanding the Business
I introduced the seller to my Value Pyramid
methodology and template to help sellers
understand their prospects business and assess how
their solution aligns to what the business is focused
on over the next 1-3 years. The Value Pyramid
revealed game changing information which
identified a strategic opportunity for the prospect
worth well over 10 times the current business case.
Some key facts revealed by the Value Pyramid:
1. One customer, The State of Texas was awarded a $236 million settlement in a fraud suit
against Offshore Data, Inc.
2. The State of Florida…
a. Canceled a $14 million seven-year contract
b. Assessed $8 million in fines against the prospect for fraudulent performance.
c. Officials learned that Offshore Data’s competition was paid $3.6 million by The
State to quietly drop their contract award dispute.
d. Governor Rick Scott had a $5 million investment in a hedge fund with a $127
million stake in Offshore Data, Inc.
3. Offshore Data lost a class action lawsuit for discriminatory hiring practices at their
Portland Oregon facilities.
These Events Impacted The Business Accordingly:
1. $1.1 Billion in revenue and $10 Billion in pipeline was lost last year
2. Customer retention dropped from 99% to just 60%, almost $1 Billion in revenue
3. 17 % of the sales force resigned
4. The CEO resigned and an “Straight Shooter ex-Military” interim CEO was appointed
5. Significant brand damage
6. One option on the table was selling the company
The interim CEO’s Top Agenda Items were:
1. Restore Customer Trust (Revenue)
2. Fix Customer Retention (Revenue)
3. Re-establish sales force (Revenue)
Now that the state of the business was understood as well as the CEO’s top imperatives over the
next few years, we needed to align AI Data’s solution to the CEO’s Top Agenda Items and calculate
both the operational and the BUSINESS VALUE.
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The Business Case – Calculating Business Value
Based on their POC results, Xavier our seller knew AI
Data’s solution would digitize data 17.5 times faster
and .5% more accurately than their current
methodology. What Xavier failed to calculate was how
his solution could impact customer trust, customer
retention, and rehire the lost sellers to the salesforce.

The Business Case Generated by RWT Consulting’s ROI Model

RWT Consulting’s Business Case ROI model found:
® three ways to calculated revenue improvement,
® discovered an entirely new use case never before considered and
® calculated three new operational streams of value.
The new ROI model calculated AI Data’s solution value at $86+ million in annual gross margin
and cost savings. The business case easily supported a $14 million investment in AI Data’s
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solution with an ROI of 484%. It also yielded the data needed to deliver a business strategy
based on AI Data’s solution, which would accomplish the Interim CEO’s agenda.
The 3 Part Strategy Driving the CEO’s Agenda
1. Customer Retention could be resolved by providing all existing customers a 20%
retroactive discount (cash refund) on their existing contracts and a 20% discount on their
next contract if they agreed to renew. This offer would include a mea culpa and evidence
of reform, house cleaning and recommitment to company values. This price concession is
possible thanks to AI Data’s solution increasing gross margins from 5.7% to 85%. Not only
could they execute this offer, but they would improve the profitability on each customer
by doing the work with AI Data’s solution.
2. Customer Trust would be restored via execution on the Customer Retention program
above and offering 20% discounts off the market pricing to acquire new customers.
Again, at 85% gross margins competing against an industry with 5-10% gross margins,
customer trust could be restored at a higher level of profitability.
3. Regaining Salesforce. Clearly when you have the best product and the lowest pricing, it
is every sellers dream. The margins were such that Offshore Data could afford to provide
the highest compensation packages to their sellers easily recruiting top talent from the
competition.
The End Result
Instead of the original targeted $200k land deal, Xavier closed a $2 million land deal one
quarter earlier than forecasted. If AI Data executes successfully, the follow-on deal is
estimated to be $10-$14 million.
If you would like to read the testimony of the real seller on this deal, click this link Xavier’s
Testimony, and it will take you to my website (www.rwtsalesconslting.com).
If your portfolio companies suffer from this Sales Pandemic, I can help. Feel free to call me at the
number below or send me an email at dthomas@rwtconsulting.net. We deliver affordable,
sustainable sales excellence.
Thanks
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This true story of how RWT Consulting helps companies solve the Sales Pandemic
encompasses two of our offerings. Below is a brief description of all eight offerings which
provide a two-year path to Sales Excellence. Click the graphic to visit my website and view
them in more detail.
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